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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we investigate questions of existence and density of exposing
functionals on C(Q), the Banach space of real-valued continuous functions
on a compact Hausdorff space Q under the supremum norm. We show that
the exposing functionals on C(Q) are dense in the unit sphere of the dual of
C(Q) if, and only if. Q is totally disconnected, and admits a strictly positive
measure, The above is true if. and only if, the Chebyshev hyperspaces of
C(Q) are dense in the set of all hyperspaces of C(Q). provided with the
metric OJ. introduced by Brown 131. As a corollary. we show that
L(x.(T, L.Il) has a dense set of Chebyshev hyperspaces if ,/1 is a-finite.

2. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

All Banach spaces are over the real field. If X is a Banach Space. X"
stands for the dual space.

B(X) = lxEX: and S(X) = {x EX: lix I L

A hyperspace of a Banach space is a closed linear subspace of codimension
one. The set of all hyperspaces will be denoted by H. For MI' M 2 E H.

O(M j .M2)=maxl Sup 1 inf (llm , -m 2 1If. Sup 1 inf (llm ,
mjES(M j ) !11;:E,lf 2 m:;ESCl1::1 t1l1EJfl

For M
"

A12 E H, O'(Ml' AIJ is the Hausdorff distance between S(M ,) and
S(M 2 ), It is easy to see that {(M, N) E H X H : O(M, N) < c l (I is a base for
a uniformity on H, and the uniform topology on H is the same as the metric
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topology of (H, 8'). In fact, we have the following inequalities, the proof of
which can be found in [3, 7]: ~O' ~ 0~ 0'.

Let X be a Banach space. An elementfE S(X*) is said to be an exposing
functional on X if there is x E SeX) such that f(x) = 1 and fey) < 1 for
every x =1= y E R(X). In this case, x is said to be an exposed point of R(X)
(exposed by f). It is easy to see that every exposed point is an extreme point.
Q shall stand for a compact Hausdorff space, and G(Q) for the Banach
Space of all real-valued cntinuous functions on Q under the supremum norm.

A measure /.L on Q is a regular bounded Borel measure on Q. A measure /.L
on Q is said to be strictly positive if /.L(U) > 0 for every open subset U of Q.
Q is said to have property P if Q admits a strictly positive measure. The set
of all of compact Hausdorff spaces having property P shall be denoted by P.

3

The following theorem establishes a bijection between exposing functionals
and Chebyshev hyperspaces.

THEOREM 3.1. fE S(X*) is an exposing functional if, and only if,
M = Kerf is a Chebyshev hyperspace.

We obtain a relation between the distance between two elements of S(X*)
and the 0' -distance between their kernels.

THEOREM 3.2. Let fl' f2 E S(X*), and let M i = Ker};, i = 1,2. Then
O'(M I , M 2) ~ 211fl - f211·

Proof Let m i E S(MI)' Then

Hence,

Similarly

COROLLARY. If the exposing functionals are dense in S(X*), then the
Chebyshev hyperspaces are dense in (H,O').
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The converse of the above corollary is true. First, we need the following
lemma; the proof can be found in 151.

LEMMA. Let f, g E B(X*), and;; > O. Let: g(x); < el2 whenel.·er iI ~ I

and f(x) = O. Then, either gil E; or gil < E:.

THEOREM 3.3. Let fl J2 E S(X*). let M j

()J(}d j .lII1 ) <e. Then, either gi' < 1:. or
kerj;.

gil < E:.

i= L 2. and leI

Proof. Let mj E MI. pmjll ( I. and n = mdlimj i. Then

If2(m j )l(ifl(n)1 d(n.MJ inf (lIn 1n2 )(O(MI.M;)
m:,FJt~

Hence, by the above lemma. either

COROLLARY. {f the Chebyshel' hyperspaces of X" are dense in (H. fJ').
then the exposing functionals are dense in S(X*).

We apply the above result to C(Q). The dual of C(Q) is !Yl(Q). the Banach
space of all regular. bounded Borel measures on Q with the total variation
norm.

THEOREM 3.4. p E S(M(Q» is all exposing measure {/: and onfr {!: (i)

S(,u) = Q. and

(ii) S{jJ') n S(p ) = 0.

where S{jJ) stands for Ihe support (~f,u.

For the proof, refer to 17\.
Remarks. (I) if II is an exposing measure. then ,u exposes

fE C(Q).

where

f(q) = )
if q E S{jJ' )

if q E S(JI ).

(2) If II is an exposing measure. then S(!pl) = Q: that isop is a
strictly positive measure on Q. Thus Q E P.

The above remark implies, because of Theorem 3. J 0 that C(Q) has a
Chebyshev hyperspace if, and only if. Q E P. It is therefore important to
know when Q E P.
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Separable spaces clearly have property P. On the other hand P contains
many nonseparable spaces since it is closed under products and also
contains all compact groups. Some other results on P are found in f4,61.

We know that every exposed point is an extreme point. If Q E P, then we
have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.5. If Q E P, then every extreme point of B(C(Q» is an
exposed point.

4

We now consider conditions on Q which guarantee a dense set of
Chebyshev hyperspaces of C(Q}-or, equivalently, because of the corollary
to Theorem 3.3, conditions on Q which ensures a dense set of exposing
functionals in M(Q). We show that this happens if, and only if, Q E P and is
totally disconnected.

We first need the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a Banach space. If the exposing functionals are
dense in S(X*), then the convex hull of the exposed points of B(X) is dense
in B(X).

Proof Let K be the closed convex hull of the exposed points of B(X).
Suppose K ~ B(X). Let x E B(X)\K.

By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is an fE S(X*) and a > 0 such that
f(x) > a andf(y),,;;; a for all y E K. Since the exposing functionals are dense
in S(X*), there is an exposing functional of g E S(X*) such that Ilf- gil <
1 - a. Let g expose Yo E S(X). Since Yo E K, f(yo)";;; a. But (g - f)(yo) =
g(yo) - f(yo) 1 - f(yo) ~ 1 - a, which implies II g - fll ~ 1 - a, which is
a contradiction.

THEOREM 4.2. The exposing measures are dense in S(M(Q» if, and only
if, Q E P and Q is totally disconnected.

Proof Suppose the exposing measures are dense in S(M(Q». From the
remark following Theorem 3.4, Q E P. By Theorem 4.1, B(C(Q» is the
closed convex hull of its extreme points. This implies that Q is totally discon
nected f11.

Let us now assume that Q is totally disconnected and Q E P. By Bishop
Phelp's theorem [2], we know that the set of measures in S(M(Q» which
attain their norms is dense in S(M(Q». Thus it suffices to show that the set
of exposing measures is dense in the set of norm-attaining measures.

Let J1 be a norm-attaining measure in S(M(Q», and let 0 < e < 1. By
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Phelp's theorem 141, S(p') Ii S(p··) = 0, and ,u attains its norm at
fE s(c(Q)), wheref= 1 on S(p+) andf= -Ion S(p ).

Since Q is totally disconnected, there is a elopen set V in Q such that
S(p +) C V and V Ii S(p·) 0. Since QE P, there is a strictly positive
measure A on Q with A(Q) I. Let v be the Borel measure defined on an
arbitrary Borel subset K of Q by

v(K) = (·1 - ~ ) Ii(K Ii S(P))
2 .

EI2 fA
+ J(Q\S(P)) IA(KIi(r ,Stu))) A(K\(S(u) U V)) I.

Then,llvll I, S(v')=V, S(v )c::cQ\V and ,Ip-I' <I;. Hence. by
Theorem 3.3, v is an exposing measure at a distance less than t: from .lI.

5

Let (T,};, Ii) be a a·finite measure space. L j (T. L . .u) is isometrically
isomorphic to C(Q) for a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space.
This fact. together with the above results, yields the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. Let (T, 2:,.u) be (J ajinite measure space. Then
L.x(T, E,.u) has a dense set qj' Chebyshel' hyperspaces.

Proof Since f.1 is a-finite. L, (j1) is the dual of L I (u). Again, since ,u is r;

finite. there is an fE Lj(P) such that IlflL I and f> 0 a.e. (il). This f
viewed as a bounded, linear functional on L.

j
(lI), is an exposing functional.

and exposes the constant function I.
L 'x(P) is isometrically isomorphic to C( Q) for a totally disconnected,

compact Hausdorff space Q, This C(Q) has an exposing functional. and
hence Q E P, Thus, by Theorem 4.2, c(Q), and consequently. L ,(T. L . .11)

has a dense set of Chebyshev hyperspaces.

COROLLARY. 1.1 has a dense set of Chebyshel' hyperspaces.

The corollary can be seen to be true, also, by observing that I, = C(jfN).
and fJN is a totally disconnected, separable, Compact Hausdorff space.
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